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Algebra and Algebraic
Geometry

Finite Dimensional
Algebras and
Quantum Groups
Bangming Deng, Beijing Normal
University, People’s Republic of
China, Jie Du, University of New
South Wales, Sydney, Australia,
Brian Parshall, University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, VA,
and Jianpan Wang, East China

Normal University, Shanghai, People’s Republic of
China

The interplay between finite dimensional algebras and Lie theory
dates back many years. In more recent times, these interrelations
have become even more strikingly apparent. This text combines,
for the first time in book form, the theories of finite dimensional
algebras and quantum groups. More precisely, it investigates the
Ringel–Hall algebra realization for the positive part of a quantum
enveloping algebra associated with a symmetrizable Cartan
matrix and it looks closely at the Beilinson–Lusztig–MacPherson
realization for the entire quantum gln.

The book begins with the two realizations of generalized Cartan
matrices, namely, the graph realization and the root datum
realization. From there, it develops the representation theory
of quivers with automorphisms and the theory of quantum
enveloping algebras associated with Kac–Moody Lie algebras.
These two independent theories eventually meet in Part 4,
under the umbrella of Ringel–Hall algebras. Cartan matrices can
also be used to define an important class of groups—Coxeter
groups—and their associated Hecke algebras. Hecke algebras
associated with symmetric groups give rise to an interesting class
of quasi-hereditary algebras, the quantum Schur algebras. The
structure of these finite dimensional algebras is used in Part 5 to
build the entire quantum gln through a completion process of a
limit algebra (the Beilinson–Lusztig–MacPherson algebra). The book
is suitable for advanced graduate students. Each chapter concludes

with a series of exercises, ranging from the routine to sketches of
proofs of recent results from the current literature.

Contents: Getting started; Quivers and their representations:
Representations of quivers; Algebras with Frobenius morphisms;
Quivers with automorphisms; Some quantized algebras: Coxeter
groups and Hecke algebras; Hopf algebras and universal enveloping
algebras; Quantum enveloping algebras; Representations of
symmetric groups: Kazhdan–Lusztig combinatorics for Hecke
algebras; Cells and representations of symmetric groups; The
integral theory of quantum Schur algebras; Ringel–Hall algebras:
A realization for the ±-part: Ringel–Hall algebras; Bases of
quantum enveloping algebras of finite type; Green’s theorem;
The BLM algebra: A realization for quantum gln: Serre relations
in quantum Schur algebras; Constructing quantum gln via
quantum Schur algebras; Appendices: Varieties and affine algebraic
groups; Quantum linear groups through coordinate algebras;
Quasi-hereditary and cellular algebras; Bibliography; Index of
notation; Index of terminology.

Mathematical Surveys and Monographs, Volume 150

December 2008, approximately 763 pages, Hardcover, ISBN:
978-0-8218-4186-0, LC 2008028975, 2000 Mathematics Subject
Classification: 05E10, 16G20, 16W35, 17B37, 20C08; 16G70, 20C30,
20G05, 20G42, AMS members US$95, List US$119, Order code
SURV/150

Symmetries in
Complex Analysis
Bruce Gilligan, University of
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada,
and Guy J. Roos, Université de
Poitiers, France, Editors

The theme of this volume concerns
interactions between group actions and
problems in complex analysis.

The first four articles deal with such topics as representation
kernels in representation theory, complex automorphisms and
holomorphic equivalence of domains, and geometric description
of exceptional symmetric domains. The last article is devoted
to Seiberg–Witten equations and Taubes correspondence on
symplectic 4-manifolds.

Contents: J. Hilgert, Reproducing kernels in representation
theory; A. Huckleberry, Actions of complex Lie groups and the
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Borel-Weil correspondence; J.-J. Loeb, On complex automorphisms
and holomorphic equivalence of domains; G. Roos, Exceptional
symmetric domains; A. Sergeev, Seiberg–Witten equations and
pseudoholomorphic curves; Index.

Contemporary Mathematics, Volume 468

October 2008, 230 pages, Softcover, ISBN: 978-0-8218-4459-5,

LC 2008016477, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 17C40,

22E46, 32A25, 32L25, 32M15, 32F45, 32Q45, 32U05, 53C28, 58E20,

AMS members US$55, List US$69, Order code CONM/468

Council for African
American Researchers
in the Mathematical
Sciences: Volume V
Alfred G. Noël, University of
Massachusetts, Boston, MA,
Donald R. King, Northeastern
University, Boston, MA, Gaston
M. N’Guérékata, Morgan State

University, Baltimore, MD, and Edray H. Goins,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, Editors

This volume contains articles based on talks presented at the
Thirteenth Conference of African American Researchers in the
Mathematical Sciences (CAARMS), held at Northeastern University
and the University of Massachusetts, Boston on June 19–22, 2007.
The representation theory of Lie groups and its applications were a
major focus of the talks. An overview is included of the recent
achievements of the Atlas of Lie Groups Project and the work
that remains to be done by the Atlas Project to fully understand
the unitary representations of reductive groups. Other articles
highlight the significance of scientific computing in Lie Theory
and applications of the representation theory of Lie groups to
the physics of black holes. This volume contains two research
papers not related to Lie Theory: one on the geometry of coisotropic
submanifolds of Poisson manifolds and one on recent results on
the structure of the set of ultrafilters on the collection of finite
subsets of an infinite set. It concludes with a survey of CAARMS12
participants.

For volumes based on previous CAARMS proceedings, see:

African Americans in Mathematics (volume 34 in the AMS series,
DIMACS), African Americans in Mathematics: Volume II (volume
252 in the AMS series Contemporary Mathematics), African
Americans in the Mathematical Sciences: Volume III (volume 275 in
the Contemporary Mathematics series) and Volume IV (volume 284
in the Contemporary Mathematics series).

This item will also be of interest to those working in geometry and
topology.

Contents: A. Pantano, A. Paul, and S. A. Salamanca-Riba, The
omega-regular unitary dual of the metaplectic group of rank 2;
F. L. Williams, A resolvent trace formula for the BTZ black hole
with conical singularity; A. Wade, On the geometry of coisotropic
submanifolds of Poisson manifolds; A. D. Grainger, Remarks on
ultrafilters on the collection of finite subsets of an infinite set;
A. G. Noël, The atlas of Lie groups and representations: Scope
and successes; A. G. Noël, Maximal tori of reductive centralizers
of nilpotents in exceptional complex symmetric spaces: A

computational approach; W. A. Massey, D. Raphael, and E. N.
Walker, A survey of CAARMS12 participants.

Contemporary Mathematics, Volume 467

October 2008, 152 pages, Softcover, ISBN: 978-0-8218-4457-1, LC
2008015382, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 22Exx, AMS
members US$47, List US$59, Order code CONM/467

Applications

Computational Group
Theory and the
Theory of Groups
Luise-Charlotte Kappe,
Binghamton University, State
University of New York, NY,
Arturo Magidin, University
of Louisiana at Lafayette, LA,
and Robert Fitzgerald Morse,

University of Evansville, IN, Editors

The power of general purpose computational algebra systems
running on personal computers has increased rapidly in recent
years. For mathematicians doing research in group theory, this
means a growing set of sophisticated computational tools are now
available for their use in developing new theoretical results.

This volume consists of contributions by researchers invited to the
AMS Special Session on Computational Group Theory held in March
2007. The main focus of the session was on the application of
Computational Group Theory (CGT) to a wide range of theoretical
aspects of group theory. The articles in this volume provide a
variety of examples of how these computer systems helped to solve
interesting theoretical problems within the discipline, such as
constructions of finite simple groups, classification of p-groups via
coclass, representation theory and constructions involving free
nilpotent groups. The volume also includes an article by R. F. Morse
highlighting applications of CGT in group theory and two survey
articles.

Graduate students and researchers interested in various aspects of
group theory will find many examples of Computational Group
Theory helping research and will recognize it as yet another tool at
their disposal.

This item will also be of interest to those working in algebra and
algebraic geometry.

Contents: R. F. Morse, On the application of computational group
theory to the theory of groups; B. Benesh, A classification of certain
maximal subgroups of alternating groups; R. D. Blyth, P. Moravec,
and R. F. Morse, On the nonabelian tensor squares of free nilpotent
groups of finite rank; H. Dietrich, B. Eick, and D. Feichtenschlager,
Investigating p-groups by coclass with GAP; G. Ellis, Homological
algebra programming; T. S. Foguel and M. F. Ragland, Groups with
a finite covering by isomorphic abelian subgroups; D. Garrison
and L.-C. Kappe, On some subnormality conditions in metabelian
groups; A. Hulpke, Normalizer calculation using automorphisms;
D. Joyner and D. Kohel, Group theory in SAGE; H. K. Kim and
G. O. Michler, Simultaneous constructions of the sporadic
groups Co2 and Fi22; G. O. Michler, Constructing simple groups
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from irreducible subgroups of GLn(2); J. G. Rainbolt, Dickson
polynomials and the norm map between the Hecke algebras of
Gelfand–Graev representations; A. Seress and K. Yang, On orbit
equivalent, two-step imprimitive permutation groups.

Contemporary Mathematics, Volume 470

November 2008, 286 pages, Softcover, ISBN: 978-0-8218-4365-9,
LC 2008019987, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 20-06,
20B40, 20C40, 20D08, 20D15, 20D35, 20F12, 20F18, 20J05, AMS
members US$63, List US$79, Order code CONM/470

Differential Equations

Holomorphic
Dynamics and
Renormalization
A Volume in Honour
of John Milnor’s 75th
Birthday

Mikhail Lyubich, University of
Toronto, ON, Canada, and SUNY
at Stony Brook, NY, and Michael

Yampolsky, University of Toronto, ON, Canada,
Editors

The papers collected in this volume reflect some of the directions
of research in two closely related fields: Complex Dynamics and
Renormalization in Dynamical Systems.

While dynamics of polynomial mappings, particularly quadratics,
has by now reached a mature state of development, much less
is known about non-polynomial rational maps. The reader will
be introduced into this fascinating world and a related area of
transcendental dynamics by the papers in this volume. A graduate
student will find an area rich with open problems and beautiful
computer simulations.

A survey by V. Nekrashevych introduces the reader to iterated
monodromy groups of rational mappings, a recently developed
subject that links geometric group theory to combinatorics of
rational maps. In this new language, many questions related to
Thurston’s theory of branched coverings of the sphere can be
answered explicitly.

Renormalization theory occupies a central place in modern
Complex Dynamics. The progress in understanding the
structure of the Mandelbrot set, polynomial Julia sets, and
Feigenbaum-type universalities stems from renormalization
techniques. Renormalization of circle maps and rotation domains,
such as Siegel disks, can be understood in the context of the
classical KAM theory. Corresponding phenomena in higher
dimensions, such as universal scaling in area-preserving maps in
2D, on the boundary of KAM, pose a challenging problem. A survey
by H. Koch and several other papers in the volume will introduce the
reader to this direction of study.

Titles in this series are co-published with the Fields Institute for
Research in Mathematical Sciences (Toronto, Ontario, Canada).

Contents: A. Bonifant and J. Milnor, Schwarzian derivatives
and cylinder maps; Holomorphic dynamics: V. Nekrashevych,

Symbolic dynamics and self-similar groups; D. K. Childers, Are
there critical points on the boundaries of mother hedgehogs?;
L. DeMarco, Finiteness for degenerate polynomials; R. L. Devaney,
Cantor webs in the parameter and dynamical planes of rational
maps; A. A. Glutsyuk, Simple proofs of uniformization theorems;
C. L. Petersen and P. Roesch, The Yoccoz combinatorial analytic
invariant; L. Rempe and D. Schleicher, Bifurcation loci of
exponential maps and quadratic polynomials: Local connectivity,
triviality of fibers, and density of hyperbolicity; J. Rückert, Rational
and transcendental Newton maps; D. Schleicher, Newton’s method
as a dynamical system: Efficient root finding of polynomials and
the Riemann ζ function; V. Timorin, The external boundary of
M2; Renormalization: H. Koch, Renormalization of vector fields;
O. Díaz-Espinosa and R. de la Llave, Renormalization of arbitrary
weak noises for one-dimensional critical dynamical systems:
Summary of results and numerical explorations; H. L. Eliasson and
S. B. Kuksin, KAM for the nonlinear Schrödinger equation—A short
presentation; M. Yampolsky, Siegel disks and renormalization
fixed points.

Fields Institute Communications, Volume 53

October 2008, 395 pages, Hardcover, ISBN: 978-0-8218-4275-1,

LC 2008028776, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 20E08,

37B10, 37F10, 37F20, 37F25, 37F45, 37F50, 37K55, 37E20, AMS

members US$95, List US$119, Order code FIC/53

Wigner Measure and
Semiclassical Limits of
Nonlinear Schrödinger
Equations
Ping Zhang, Academy of
Mathematics and Systems Science,
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Beijing, People’s Republic of
China

This book is based on a course entitled “Wigner measures and
semiclassical limits of nonlinear Schrödinger equations,” which the
author taught at the Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
at New York University in the spring of 2007. The author’s main
purpose is to apply the theory of semiclassical pseudodifferential
operators to the study of various high-frequency limits of equations
from quantum mechanics. In particular, the focus of attention is on
Wigner measure and recent progress on how to use it as a tool
to study various problems arising from semiclassical limits of
Schrödinger-type equations.

At the end of each chapter, the reader will find references and
remarks about recent progress on related problems. The book is
self-contained and is suitable for an advanced graduate course on
the topic.

Titles in this series are co-published with the Courant Institute of
Mathematical Sciences at New York University.

Contents: The classical WKB method; Wigner measure; The limit
from the one-dimensional Schrödinger-Poisson to Vlasov-Poisson
equations; Semiclassical limit of Schrödinger-Poisson equations;
Semiclassical limit of the cubic Schrödinger equation in an exterior
domain; Incompressible and compressible limits of coupled
systems of nonlinear Schrödinger equations; High-frequency limit
of the Helmholtz equation; Global solutions to (3.14); Denseness of
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polynomials; Global existence of a solution to (5.1); Global smooth
solution to (6.1); Bibliography.

Courant Lecture Notes, Volume 17

October 2008, 197 pages, Softcover, ISBN: 978-0-8218-4701-5,
LC 2008028025, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 35Q40,
35Q55, AMS members US$24, List US$30, Order code CLN/17

General and Interdisciplinary

Assistantships and
Graduate Fellowships
in the Mathematical
Sciences 2008
From a review of a previous edition:

This directory is a tool for undergraduate
mathematics majors seeking information
about graduate programs in mathematics.
Although most of the information can be

gleaned from the Internet, the usefulness of this directory for the
prospective graduate student is the consistent format for
comparing different mathematics graduate programs without the
hype. Published annually, the information is up-to-date, which is
more than can be said of some Websites. Support for graduate
students in mathematics is a high priority of the American
Mathematical Society, which also provides information for
fellowships and grants they offer as well as support from other
societies and foundations. The book is highly recommended for
academic and public libraries.

— American Reference Books Annual

This valuable reference source brings together a wealth of
information about resources available for graduate study in
mathematical sciences departments in the U.S. and Canada.

November 2008, approximately 100 pages, Softcover, ISBN: 978-0-
8218-4704-6, Individual member US$18, List US$23, Order code
ASST/2008

Geometry and Topology

Geometric and
Probabilistic
Structures in
Dynamics
Keith Burns, Northwestern
University, Evanston, IL, Dmitry
Dolgopyat, University of
Maryland, College Park, MD, and
Yakov Pesin, Pennsylvania State

University, University Park, PA, Editors

This book presents a collection of articles that cover areas of
mathematics related to dynamical systems. The authors are
well-known experts who use geometric and probabilistic methods
to study interesting problems in the theory of dynamical systems
and its applications. Some of the articles are surveys while others
are original contributions. The topics covered include: Riemannian
geometry, models in mathematical physics and mathematical
biology, symbolic dynamics, random and stochastic dynamics.

This book can be used by graduate students and researchers in
dynamical systems and its applications.

Contents: G. Levin, Quasiconformal deformation of multipliers;
V. Bakhtin and Y. Kifer, Nonconvergence examples in averaging;
W. Ballmann and S. Buyalo, Periodic rank one geodesics in
Hadamard spaces; V. Baladi and M. Tsujii, Dynamical determinants
and spectrum for hyperbolic diffeomorphisms; M. Boyle, Open
problems in symbolic dynamics; H. Bruin and M. Jakobson,
New examples of topologically equivalent S-unimodal maps
with different metric properties; D. Burago and S. Ivanov, A
remark on the group of PL-homeomorphisms in dimension
one; D. Dolgopyat, Fermi acceleration.; P. Eberlein, Riemannian
2-step nilmanifolds with prescribed Ricci tensor; G. Forni, On the
Greenfield-Wallach and Katok conjectures in dimension three;
M. Freidlin, Metastability and stochastic resonance for multiscale
systems; M. Gromov, Mendelian dynamics and Sturtevant’s
paradigm; S. Newhouse, M. Berz, J. Grote, and K. Makino, On the
estimation of topological entropy on surfaces; S. P. Novikov,
Dynamical systems and differential forms. Low dimensional
Hamiltonian systems.; M. Pollicott and R. Sharp, Periodic orbits
and holonomy for hyperbolic flows; F. R. Hertz, M. A. R. Hertz,
and R. Ures, On existence and uniqueness of weak foliations
in dimension 3; Y. G. Sinai and C. Ulcigrai, A limit theorem for
Birkhoff sums of non-integrable functions over rotations.

Contemporary Mathematics, Volume 469

November 2008, 340 pages, Softcover, ISBN: 978-0-8218-4286-7,
LC 2008016613, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 37D20,
37D25, 37D40, 37D45, 37E05, 37H10, 37C85, 60G07, 70H05, AMS
members US$79, List US$99, Order code CONM/469
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Geometric Analysis
on Symmetric Spaces
Second Edition

Sigurdur Helgason,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, MA

This book gives the first systematic
exposition of geometric analysis on
Riemannian symmetric spaces and its

relationship to the representation theory of Lie groups. The book
starts with modern integral geometry for double fibrations and
treats several examples in detail. After discussing the theory of
Radon transforms and Fourier transforms on symmetric spaces,
inversion formulas, and range theorems, Helgason examines
applications to invariant differential equations on symmetric
spaces, existence theorems, and explicit solution formulas,
particularly potential theory and wave equations. The canonical
multitemporal wave equation on a symmetric space is included. The
book concludes with a chapter on eigenspace representations—that
is, representations on solution spaces of invariant differential
equations. Known for his high-quality expositions, Helgason
received the 1988 Steele Prize for his earlier books Differential
Geometry, Lie Groups and Symmetric Spaces and Groups and
Geometric Analysis. Containing exercises (with solutions) and
references to further results, this revised edition would be suitable
for advanced graduate courses in modern integral geometry,
analysis on Lie groups, and representation theory of Lie groups.

This item will also be of interest to those working in algebra and
algebraic geometry and analysis.

Contents: A duality in integral geometry; A duality for symmetric
spaces; The Fourier transform on a symmetric space; The Radon
transform onX and onXo. Range questions; Differential equations
on symmetric spaces; Eigenspace representations; Solutions to
exercises; Bibliography; Symbols frequently used; Index.

Mathematical Surveys and Monographs, Volume 39

October 2008, approximately 645 pages, Hardcover, ISBN: 978-
0-8218-4530-1, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 43A85,
53C35, 22E46, 22E30, 43A90, 44A12, 32M15; 53C65, 31A20, 43A35,
35L05, 14M17, 17B25, 22F30, AMS members US$71, List US$89,
Order code SURV/39.R

Lectures on Surfaces
(Almost) Everything You
Wanted to Know about
Them

Anatole Katok and Vaughn
Climenhaga, Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, PA

Surfaces are among the most common and
easily visualized mathematical objects,

and their study brings into focus fundamental ideas, concepts, and
methods from geometry, topology, complex analysis, Morse theory,
and group theory. At the same time, many of those notions appear
in a technically simpler and more graphic form than in their general
“natural” settings.

The first, primarily expository, chapter introduces many of the
principal actors—the round sphere, flat torus, Möbius strip,
Klein bottle, elliptic plane, etc.—as well as various methods of
describing surfaces, beginning with the traditional representation
by equations in three-dimensional space, proceeding to parametric
representation, and also introducing the less intuitive, but central
for our purposes, representation as factor spaces. It concludes with
a preliminary discussion of the metric geometry of surfaces, and
the associated isometry groups. Subsequent chapters introduce
fundamental mathematical structures—topological, combinatorial
(piecewise linear), smooth, Riemannian (metric), and complex—in
the specific context of surfaces.

The focal point of the book is the Euler characteristic, which
appears in many different guises and ties together concepts
from combinatorics, algebraic topology, Morse theory, ordinary
differential equations, and Riemannian geometry. The repeated
appearance of the Euler characteristic provides both a unifying
theme and a powerful illustration of the notion of an invariant in all
those theories.

The assumed background is the standard calculus sequence, some
linear algebra, and rudiments of ODE and real analysis. All notions
are introduced and discussed, and virtually all results proved, based
on this background.

This book is a result of the MASS course in geometry in the fall
semester of 2007.

Contents: Various ways of representing surfaces and basic
examples; Combinatorial structure and topological classification of
surfaces; Differentiable structure on surfaces: Real and complex;
Riemannian metrics and geometry of surfaces; Topology and
smooth structure revisited; Suggested reading; Hints; Index.

Student Mathematical Library, Volume 46

December 2008, approximately 303 pages, Softcover, ISBN:
978-0-8218-4679-7, LC 2008029299, 2000 Mathematics Subject
Classification: 51-01, 53-01, 57N05; 53A05, 57R05, AMS members
US$39, List US$49, Order code STML/46

Mathematical Physics

From Hodge Theory
to Integrability and
TQFT
tt*-geometry

Ron Y. Donagi, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA,
and Katrin Wendland, University
of Augsburg, Germany, Editors

Ideas from quantum field theory and
string theory have had an enormous impact on geometry over
the last two decades. One extremely fruitful source of new
mathematical ideas goes back to the works of Cecotti, Vafa, et al.
around 1991 on the geometry of topological field theory. Their
tt*-geometry (tt* stands for topological-antitopological) was
motivated by physics, but it turned out to unify ideas from such
separate branches of mathematics as singularity theory, Hodge
theory, integrable systems, matrix models, and Hurwitz spaces.
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The interaction among these fields suggested by tt*-geometry has
become a fast moving and exciting research area.

This book, loosely based on the 2007 Augsburg, Germany workshop
"From tQFT to tt* and Integrability", is the perfect introduction
to the range of mathematical topics relevant to tt*-geometry. It
begins with several surveys of the main features of tt*-geometry,
Frobenius manifolds, twistors, and related structures in algebraic
and differential geometry, each starting from basic definitions and
leading to current research. The volume moves on to explorations
of current foundational issues in Hodge theory: higher weight
phenomena in twistor theory and non-commutative Hodge
structures and their relation to mirror symmetry. The book
concludes with a series of applications to integrable systems
and enumerative geometry, exploring further extensions and
connections to physics.

With its progression through introductory, foundational, and
exploratory material, this book is an indispensable companion for
anyone working in the subject or wishing to enter it.

This item will also be of interest to those working in geometry and
topology.

Contents: C. Sabbah, Universal unfoldings of Laurent polynomials
and tt* structures; K. Saito and A. Takahashi, From primitive
forms to Frobenius manifolds; C. Hertling and C. Sevenheck,
Twistor stuctures, tt∗-geometry and singularity theory; V. Cortés
and L. Schäfer, Differential geometric aspects of the tt*-equations;
L. Katzarkov, M. Kontsevich, and T. Pantev, Hodge theoretic
aspects of mirror symmetry; C. Simpson, A weight two
phenomenon for the moduli of rank one local systems on open
varieties; L. K. Hoevenaars, Associativity for the Neumann system;
A. A. Gerasimov and S. L. Shatashvili, Two-dimensional gauge
theories and quantum integrable systems; V. Bouchard and
M. Mariño, Hurwitz numbers, matrix models and enumerative
geometry; A. Neitzke and J. Walcher, Background independence
and the open topological string wavefunction.

Proceedings of Symposia in Pure Mathematics, Volume 78

November 2008, 304 pages, Hardcover, ISBN: 978-0-8218-4430-4,
LC 2008027339, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 14C30,
14D07, 14D21, 14N35, 53C43, 53D45, 81R12, 81T30, 81T45, AMS
members US$60, List US$75, Order code PSPUM/78

Number Theory

Modular Forms and
String Duality
Noriko Yui, Queen’s University,
Kingston, ON, Canada, Helena
Verrill, Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge, LA, and Charles F.
Doran, University of Washington,
Seattle, WA, Editors

Modular forms have long played a key
role in the theory of numbers, including most famously the
proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem. Through its quest to unify
the spectacularly successful theories of quantum mechanics
and general relativity, string theory has long suggested deep
connections between branches of mathematics such as topology,

geometry, representation theory, and combinatorics. Less
well-known are the emerging connections between string theory
and number theory. This was indeed the subject of the workshop
Modular Forms and String Duality held at the Banff International
Research Station (BIRS), June 3–8, 2006. Mathematicians and
physicists alike converged on the Banff Station for a week of both
introductory lectures, designed to educate one another in relevant
aspects of their subjects, and research talks at the cutting edge of
this rapidly growing field.

This book is a testimony to the BIRS Workshop, and it covers
a wide range of topics at the interface of number theory and
string theory, with special emphasis on modular forms and string
duality. They include the recent advances as well as introductory
expositions on various aspects of modular forms, motives,
differential equations, conformal field theory, topological strings
and Gromov–Witten invariants, mirror symmetry, and homological
mirror symmetry. The contributions are roughly divided into
three categories: arithmetic and modular forms, geometric and
differential equations, and physics and string theory.

The book is suitable for researchers working at the interface of
number theory and string theory.

This item will also be of interest to those working in algebra and
algebraic geometry and mathematical physics.

Titles in this series are co-published with the Fields Institute for
Research in Mathematical Sciences (Toronto, Ontario, Canada).

Contents: Aspects of arithmetic and modular forms: S. Kadir and
N. Yui, Motives and mirror symmetry for Calabi–Yau orbifolds;
S. Kharel, M. Lynker, and R. Schimmrigk, String modular motives
of mirrors of rigid Calabi–Yau varieties; E. Lee, Update on modular
non-rigid Calabi–Yau threefolds; L. Long, Finite index subgroups of
the modular group and their modular forms; Aspects of geometric
and differential equations: G. Almkvist, D. van Straten, and
W. Zudilin, Apéry limits of differential equations of order 4
and 5; J. Stienstra, Hypergeometric systems in two variables,
quivers, dimers and dessins d’enfants; D. Zagier and A. Zinger,
Some properties of hypergeometric series associated with mirror
symmetry; W. Zudilin, Ramanujan-type formulae for 1/π : A
second wind?; Aspects of physics and string theory: M. Ballard,
Meet homological mirror symmetry; V. Bouchard, Orbifold
Gromov–Witten invariants and topological strings; T. Gannon,
Conformal field theory and mapping class groups; S. Gukov and
H. Murakami, SL(2,C) Chern–Simons theory and the asymptotic
behavior of the colored Jones polynomial; J. Walcher, Open strings
and extended mirror symmetry.

Fields Institute Communications, Volume 54

October 2008, 297 pages, Hardcover, ISBN: 978-0-8218-4484-7,
LC 2008028173, 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: 11Fxx,
14Gxx, 14J32, 14N35, 33Cxx, 81T30, AMS members US$87, List
US$109, Order code FIC/54
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New AMS-Distributed Publications

New AMS-Distributed
Publications

Analysis

Perspectives in
Operator Algebras and
Mathematical Physics
Conference Proceedings,
Bucharest, August 10–17,
2005

Florin Petre Boca, University of
Illinois, Urbana, IL, and Radu
Purice and Şerban Strătilă,

Institute of Mathematics, Bucharest, Romania, Editors

The volume represents the proceedings of the conference "Operator
Algebras and Mathematical Physics 3", held in Bucharest, Romania,
in August 2005. It contains eight refereed papers on the following
topics:

• holomorphic representations of Jacobi algebras
• groupoidC∗-algebras
• the reducedC∗-algebra of the Thompson group F
• classical low-energy scattering for a two-body system
• compact quantum groups
• Schrödinger operators and the Fermi golden rule
• boundary topological invariants in some physical systems
• index and homology of pseudodifferential operators on

manifolds with boundary

A publication of the Theta Foundation. Distributed worldwide,
except in Romania, by the AMS.

Contents: S. Berceanu, A holomorphic representation of the
multidimensional Jacobi algebra; M. R. Buneci, Groupoid
categories; I. Chifan and G. Picioroagǎ,C∗-estimates for averaging
sums of elements in the Thompson group F ; J. Dereziński and
E. Skibsted, Classical scattering at low energies; R. Dumitru,
Unitary representations of compact quantum groups; A. Jensen
and G. Nenciu, On the Fermi golden rule: degenerate eigenvalues;
J. Kellendonk and S. Richard, Topological boundary maps in
physics; S. Moroianu and V. Nistor, Index and homology of
pseudodifferential operators on manifolds with boundary.

International Book Series of Mathematical Texts

June 2008, 148 pages, Hardcover, ISBN: 978-973-87899-1-3, 2000
Mathematics Subject Classification: 00B25, 35-06, 46-06, 47-06,
AMS members US$30, List US$38, Order code THETA/11

Hot Topics in Operator
Theory
Conference Proceedings,
Timi̧soara, June 29–July 4,
2006

Ronald G. Douglas, Texas A&M
University, College Station,
TX, Jean Esterle, University of
Bordeaux I, Talence, France,

Dumitru Gaspar, West University of Timi̧soara,
Timisoara, Romania, Dan Timotin, Institute of
Mathematics, Bucharest, Romania, and Florian-Horia
Vasilescu, University of Lille I, Villeneuve d’Ascq,
France, Editors

The volume represents the proceedings of the 21st International
Conference on Operator Theory, held in Timisoara, Romania, in
2006. Three of the included papers are surveys on active areas of
research:

• renormalization group in algebraic quantum field theory
• composition operators on Hardy-Orlicz and Banach-Orlicz

spaces
• operator ideals on Hilbert spaces

The remaining fourteen papers contain original research on a wide
variety of topics:

• single operator theory
• Banach algebras
• C∗–algebras
• von Neumann algebras
• Hilbert and Banach modules
• differential and integral operators
• noncommutative probability
• spectral theory

A publication of the Theta Foundation. Distributed worldwide,
except in Romania, by the AMS.

Contents: A. M. Bikchentaev, Local convergence in measure on
semifinite algebras. III; I. Biswas, G. Misra, and C. Varughese,
Geometric invariants from the resolution for the quotient
module along a multi-dimensional grid; M. R. Buneci, Borel
morphisms and C∗-algebras; G. Cassier and L. Suciu, Mapping
theorems and similarity to contractions for classes of
A-contractions; A. Colojoarǎ, Symmetric algebra ofL(X, F)
as an algebra of polynomials; R. Conti, C. D’Antoni, and
G. Morsella, Renormalization group in algebraic quantum field
theory: past, present and future; R. G. Douglas, Essentially
reductive Hilbert modules. II; M. Joi̧ta, Countably generated
Hilbert modules, multiplier modules, and stable isomorphisms
of locally C∗-algebras; V. Kaftal and G. Weiss, A survey on
the interplay between arithmetic mean ideals, traces, lattices
of operator ideals, and an infinite Schur–Horn majorization
theorem; L. D. Lemle, L∞-uniqueness of Schrödinger operators
restricted in an open domain; M. Megan and L. Buliga, Nonuniform
exponential trichotomy for linear difference equations in Banach
spaces; M. Megan and C. Stoica, Equivalent definitions for
uniform exponential trichotomy of evolution operators in Banach
spaces; H. Queffélec, Composition operators on Hardy–Orlicz
and Bergman–Orlicz spaces of the disk; F. Rǎdulescu, The von
Neumann algebra of the non-residually finite Baumslag group
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〈a, b|ab3a−1 = b2〉 embeds into Rω; S. M. Stoian, Spectral
properties for locally bounded operators; L. Suciu, Block
representation for A-contractions; L. Zielinski, Eigenvalue
asymptotics for a class of Jacobi matrices.

International Book Series of Mathematical Texts

June 2008, 229 pages, Hardcover, ISBN: 978-973-87899-2-0, 2000
Mathematics Subject Classification: 00B25, 46-06, 47-06, AMS
members US$45, List US$56, Order code THETA/12

Wavelets, Their
Friends, and What
They Can Do for You
Martin J. Mohlenkamp, Ohio
University, Athens, OH, and María
Cristina Pereyra, University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM

These notes introduce the central
concepts surrounding wavelets and their

applications. By focusing on the essential ideas and arguments, the
authors enable readers to get to the heart of the matter as quickly as
possible. A list of references guides readers interested in further
study to the appropriate places in the literature for detailed proofs
and real applications.

The authors begin with the notion of time-frequency analysis,
present the multiresolution analysis and basic wavelet construction,
introduce the many friends, relatives, and mutations of wavelets,
and finally, give a selection of applications.

This book is suitable for beginning graduate students and above. A
preliminary chapter containing some of the prerequisite concepts
and definitions is included for reference.

A publication of the European Mathematical Society (EMS).
Distributed within the Americas by the American Mathematical
Society.

Contents: Preliminaries; Time-frequency analysis; Multiresolution
analysis and wavelets; Friends, relatives, and mutations of wavelets;
Assorted applications; References and further reading.

EMS Series of Lectures in Mathematics, Volume 8

July 2008, 119 pages, Softcover, ISBN: 978-3-03719-018-0, 2000
Mathematics Subject Classification: 42-01, 42C40, 65T60, AMS
members US$26, List US$32, Order code EMSSERLEC/8
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Assistant Professor, Tenure-track
Department of Mathematics & Statistics

The Department of Mathematics and Statistics (www.math.umass.edu) 
invites applications for two tenure-track positions in Mathematics 
and Statistics at the Assistant Professor level subject to the availability 
of funds. The search will encompass the following areas: Algebra 
and Number Theory, Algebraic Geometry and Representation 
Theory, Analysis and Partial Differential Equations, Applied and 
Computational Mathematics, Differential Geometry and Topology, 
Mathematical Physics, Probability, and Statistics. Exceptional promise 
in research and a commitment to outstanding teaching at all levels of 
the curriculum are expected. The University of Massachusetts Amherst 
is developing excellence initiatives in the areas of Renewable Energy, 
Clean Water, Nanomaterials, and Biomedicine. Candidates interested 
in interdisciplinary work in these and other areas are encouraged to 
apply. Outstanding candidates at the Associate or Full Professor levels 
may also be considered should funding become available. 

Applications should be submitted electronically through the AMS 
website mathjobs.org. Alternatively, applicants may send a curriculum 
vitae, research and teaching statements, and arrange to have three 
letters of recommendation sent to: Search Committee, Department 
of Mathematics and Statistics, Lederle Graduate Research Center, 
710 North Pleasant St., Amherst, MA 01003-9305. 
Review of applications for tenure-track positions will begin 
October 1, 2008. Applications will continue to be accepted until all 
positions are filled. The department is committed to the development 
of a diverse faculty, student body, and workplace. Women and 
members of minority groups are encouraged to apply. 
The University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative Action/ 
Equal Opportunity Employer.
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